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Andrew Butler 
Sales Director

Welcome to the Spring 2016 edition of OMEX 
Analysis.
UK agriculture is experiencing testing economic 
times due to two years of bumper crops which 
has taken its toll on prices for most arable crops. 
In such circumstances, both yield and quality 
have an even greater impact on farm business 
profitability. Applying high quality nutrition 
accurately at the correct time significantly affects 
both of these factors.
The drive to accurately apply nitrogen and 
sulphur to ever increasing bout widths has 
continued to lead farmers to convert to liquid 
nitrogen. In this edition you can read about one 
East Anglian farming business who did just this 
3 years ago. They discuss their experience of 
converting to OMEX Nitroflo, and the benefits that 
it has brought to their business.
To keep up with the increasing growth in demand 
for liquid nitrogen fertilisers, OMEX continue to 
invest heavily in its already unrivalled storage 
and distribution network. In the last year 
OMEX commissioned two new liquid nitrogen 
storage facilities and are expanding its flagship 
storage site at Ipswich this spring. In excess of 
150,000 tonnes of liquid nitrogen will be stored 
countrywide in 2016. Combined with a haulage 
fleet in excess of 300 road tankers, OMEX 
continues to give unrivalled quality of service to 
its customers.
The interest in accurate application of nutrition is 
not limited to nitrogen.  Base fertilisers are also 
in the spotlight. OMEX’s bespoke delivered and 
spread suspension compound service offers a 
real alternative to blended granular compounds. 
Read on to discover how one large Yorkshire 
potato growing enterprise has made the switch 
to OMEX suspension fertilisers from a granular 
application system, leading to a number of 
benefits including yield and quality improvements 
as well as simplifying the farming business.
I would like to wish you well during your busy 
spring programmes and hope that you find this 
edition both interesting and informative. If any of 
OMEX’s services interest you then please make 
contact with your local representative, whose 
details are on the back page.

SHOWS & EVENTS

and sugar beet. As a benchmark five 
year average wheat yields are in the 
region of 10t/ha.

The farm manager Jonathan Drury 
is responsible for the day to day 
management across the whole 
arable operation. There have been 
some serious decisions made in 
order to bring the whole business into 
line by reducing costs and improving 
gross margins.

One of the key areas of focus initially 
was to switch from a granular fertiliser 
system to liquids. Prior to merging, 
all three farming operations managed 
its own granular N:P:K fertiliser 
regime. Two of the farms ran on 24m 
tramlines while the third applied over 
30m using Amazone spinning disc 
applicators. Each farm would take 
delivery of 700t of bagged granular 
urea and/or ammonium nitrate 
fertiliser in the autumn, which had to 
be stored inside under lock and key, 
especially on outlying land where 
security was clearly more of an issue.

Mr Drury says that it was a relief to 
switch from ammonium nitrate to 
liquid fertiliser because of the storage 
and security issues. Unloading and 
storing the bagged fertiliser was also 
a huge exercise and then disposing of 
the empty bags cost about £500/yr.

“We have also always had 
concerns over accuracy and have 
used border discs and spreading 
discs to keep the prills out of the 
hedgerows and watercourses. It was 
always disappointing to see yellow 
headlands. Our average field size 
is only 10ha which means a big 
proportion of headlands and so yields 
were always down by up to 10%.”

Mr Drury explains that the fertiliser 
spinners were regularly updated to 
try and improve application accuracy. 
“It was only ever satisfactory, but with 
the regime change we were looking 
at moving to 8m drilling and 40m 
tramlines and it just isn’t possible to 
spread granular fertiliser accurately 
at those distances. The fertiliser is a 
significant cost in the gross margin 
calculation and over such a large area 
an inaccurate system can be very 

costly – the farm estimated that this 
could be up to 5% of expenditure.

“Quality of granular fertiliser was 
also variable, particularly with the 
blends such as urea and sulphur. 
The individual components 
separate out so the nitrogen is spread 
the full width, but the sulphur would 
rarely spread the distance, leaving us 
with striping issues.”

The striping was most acute on the 
headlands where under and over 
application really caused some 
serious problems. Overlap on the 
headlands can cause lodging which 
can only be addressed by using 
expensive plant growth regulators, 
he says.

Mr Drury calculated how much 
fertiliser was being misplaced 
due to inaccurate application in 
a season. It was approaching 
three lorry loads of product in 
total – equivalent to 80t across 
the whole estate!

“We are also LEAF marqued and 
are signed up to ELS schemes 
so by improving accuracy we are 
demonstrating due diligence,” 
explains Mr Drury. “Yields have 
increased by around 0.4t/ha since 
switching to liquid and we anticipate 
this to continue going forward.” 

With the regime change and the 
decision to go liquid two self-
propelled 40m Agrifac sprayers and 
a 40m trailed Amazone sprayer each 
with 5000l tanks were ordered.

Each sprayer now has its work 
cut out, with up to 1500hrs a year 
going on the clock from applying 
liquid fertiliser and agrochemicals. 
Advanced functionality such as 1.5m 
shut off and auto steer and auto shut-
on/off, provided through RTK Farming 
means overlaps are minimised. 

“Increasing tramlines to 40m to 
achieve high work rates at a steady 
forward speed is advantageous 
because it means the flow of nitrogen 
is more consistent across the field, 
which minimises scorch for the chosen 
application rate,” says Mr Drury.

The 
trailed sprayer 
applies the majority of the liquid 
fertiliser with the two self-propelled 
machines covering the agrochemical 
application and then assisting with the 
liquid fertiliser during busy periods. 

With a significant amount of liquid 
fertiliser to apply it is critical that there 
are no problems with product quality, 
supply or storage.

To assist with the storage OMEX 
has supplied a total of 25 GRP 
storage tanks (15 x 50m3 and 10 x 
30m3 tanks), which are strategically 
positioned around the farm. Mr Drury 
also runs 13000l trailed bowsers, so 
at busy times he can back up the two 
Agrifac machines. The other bowser 
can be dropped off in the area where 
the trailed machine is working.

“When all three sprayers are applying 
liquid fertiliser we can easily empty 
three 50m3 tanks in a day.”

With such high usage a fast and 
efficient delivery service is of 
paramount importance, which is 
provided by OMEX distribution 
manger Johan Saunders based at 
Kings Lynn.

“We have had no complaints with 
the delivery service. We always try 
to give Johan as much notice as 
possible and plan ahead, but I’m 
always amazed how we can make 
a call in the morning and by early 
afternoon tankers start turning up in 
the yard,” says Mr Drury.

“We also look for competitive pricing 
and OMEX sales director Andrew 
Butler certainly accommodates us in 
that department,” he says. “Andrew 
also keeps an eye on everything 
and because he is a farmer’s son 
and lives locally we have built up a 
strong rapport.”
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OMEX breakfast meetings  “Roots to Success”
If you haven’t already received your invitation, and would like to attend 
one of our breakfast meetings, as a current customer or someone who 
is interested in our liquid fertilisers, please contact your local District 
Sales Manager (see back of this magazine), or email  
royr@omex.com for more details.

Wed 3 February  Boston Golf Club, Boston

Thurs 4 February  The Parsonage Hotel, Escrick, Nr York

Fri 5 February  Ely City Golf Club, Ely

Wed 10 February  Clumber Park Hotel and Spa, Worksop

Thurs 11 February  Whaplode Manor, Holbeach

Fri 12 February  Uncle Henry’s, Grayingham

EVENTS CALENDAR 2016

OMEX will be at the following events during the first half of 2016. We 
welcome you to come and visit us for light refreshments and to speak 
about our exciting trials results, and market leading fertiliser products.

Wed 20 and  LAMMA, Peterborough 
Thurs 21 January  

Wed 3 February  YAMS, Murton, York

Thurs 11 February  Agrii, Bishop Burton

Thurs 18 February  Soft Fruit Day/Winter Meeting 2016,   
   Dundee, Scotland

Wed 15 and Thurs 16 June Cereals, Cambridgeshire

Wed 22 and Thurs 23 June Lincolnshire Show, Lincoln

21, 23, 28, 30 June  BBRO Summer Open Days 2016

Wed 6 and Thurs 7 July UK AD and Biogas, NEC, Birmingham

Wed 20 July  Fruit Focus, East Malling, Kent

Wed 20 July  Driffield Show, Driffield

Thurs 11 August  Potatoes in Practice, Dundee, Scotland

Jonathan Drury of Thurlow Estate

CASE STUDY:  
THURLOW ESTATE REAPING    BENEFITS OF SWITCHING TO  
OMEX LIQUIDS
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Switching an entire arable farming enterprise 
that grows 4,500ha of combinable crops and 
sugar beet from a granular fertiliser system 
to one that applies OMEX liquid fertiliser is a 
task to behold, but the Thurlow Estate near 
Newmarket took the plunge in 2012 and is 
already reaping the benefits.
Up until 2012 the Estate was split into three nearly equal 
sized independent arable units each with its own manager, 
cropping and machinery portfolio, but a strategic decision 
to improve economies of scale saw all three units being 
merged, most front line machines sold and a farms director 
recruited to take the business forward.

Around 3000ha of the farm is made up of Hanslope chalky 
boulder clay, with the remainder being light clay loams 
over chalk, including Swaffham Prior soils. This supports a 
six year arable rotation producing milling and feed wheat, 
malting and feed barley, oilseed rape, spring beans, peas 



OMEX solution fertilisers are the first choice for 
placement and starter fertiliser systems because of  
their ease of use, accuracy of application and higher 
nutrient availability. 

In a series of eight trials on three different varieties of 
salad potatoes in Suffolk, OMEX starter fertiliser was 
placed at planting, mixed with Polymex, which prevents 
phosphate from binding to free cations of calcium and 
magnesium in the soil and becoming unavailable to  
the crop. 

Early phosphate availability is crucial for rapid root 
development and for supporting the high tuber numbers 
required for seed and salad crops. This was compared to 
equivalent applications of granular DAP. On average, the 
OMEX treatment gave a 13% increase in tuber numbers 
and an 8% increase in marketable yield. 

The increase in tuber numbers  
and plant development can be clearly seen in the plants 
in picture 3, above, from a crop of Maris Peer during 
tuber initiation in early June.

The results from OMEX starter fertilisers and Polymex 
have been equally positive in a range of other crops 
including onions (15% yield increase), oilseed rape (1.71 
t/ha increase) and winter rye (42% increase in autumn 
root mass).

Improving Nitrogen Use Efficiency (NUE) is an important 
goal both for sustainable agriculture and for mitigating 
the greenhouse effect and pollution caused by N losses. 
Trials in 2015 have demonstrated once again how the 
nitrification inhibitor Didin can slow down the release of 
applied nitrogen so that the crop can make better use of 
it, which in turn reduces leaching and other losses.

Picture 4 (right) shows how OMEX Didin applied with 
the base suspension fertiliser in a crop of potatoes in 
Nottinghamshire helped preserve the crop canopy for far 
longer than in the untreated crop.

Greater light interception translates directly in to higher 
yield potential, which in this case amounted to 10.8 
tonnes/ha, a 55:1 return on the cost of the Didin.

Late foliar applications of nitrogen for quality in oilseed 
rape and milling wheat are well proven, and this season 
was no exception. 

In a replicated milling wheat trial in Essex, testing a 
range of formulations and application rates, single 
applications of OMEX Protein Plus or Protein Plus S 
raised the grain protein levels by over 2%, and produced 
flour with a very high baking quality when tested by 
Campden BRI.
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OMEX TRIALS RESULTS
The OMEX trials team have 
had another very busy season, 
with 110 separate field, 
greenhouse and laboratory 
trials successfully measured 

and monitored. These are exciting times 
for plant nutrient research as new techniques are 
becoming available to measure and understand how 
plants respond to nutritional inputs, and interest 
is growing in improving general plant health as a 
way of reducing pressure from moisture stress and 
pathogens in order to preserve yield and crop quality.

With the much appreciated cooperation of many of our 
customers, we have been able to follow a very large 
number of field scale strip and block comparisons of 

fertiliser and foliar treatments 
carried out with standard farm 
machinery, which can often give 
a more realistic result than small 
plots or pot studies.

Although high levels of 
sunshine helped to generate 
exceptional yields for many 
growers in 2015 the early 
spring period was unusually 
cool and dry, which tended to hold back 
crop development. It was particularly noticeable that 
treatments which encouraged early crop growth and root 
development helped to overcome this slowing effect, and 
carried through to better final yields.

SOLUTION FERTILISERS

NITROGEN

0504

FOLIARS

Across nine separate like-for-like comparisons of 
OMEX suspensions against equivalent granular base 
fertiliser delivering the same quantities of N, P and K, 
the suspensions delivered an average 7% higher yield in 
potato crops. Canopy monitoring throughout the season 
carried out with the new NIABCUF CanopyCheck app 
showed that the OMEX treated crops reached 100% 
canopy earlier and coped better with drought stress 
during an unusually hot spell in early July, as in the trial 
right from a crop of Russet Burbank in North Suffolk. 

Even more dramatically, the OMEX treated crop with 
a better root system and more available nutrition 
was able to maintain canopy longer at the end of the 
season, when the granular treated crop went in to rapid 
senescence, as shown in picture 1, right, where the 
OMEX treated section on the right is visibly greener.

These improvements in crop development and 
consequent yield potential were also seen in four 
comparison trials of OMEX suspensions against 
equivalent granular fertiliser in onions in Nottinghamshire 
and Lincolnshire, where the average yield increase was 
14%. The difference in crop development can be seen 
very clearly in this UAV photograph of one of the trials 
fields (picture 2, right).

SUSPENSION FERTILISERS

Foliar nutrition is an efficient way of delivering the 
right nutrients at the right time to maintain yield 
potential and keep crops growing through periods 
of stress and low nutrient availability caused by 
drought or poor seedbed conditions. 

Coupled with timely SAP testing, OMEX foliars can 
ensure that deficiencies and temporary shortages 

can be corrected before visible symptoms and 
irreversible losses occur.

In one example trial on potatoes in Cheshire, SAP 
testing three times during the season showed 
up the need for additional timely applications of 
magnesium, potassium, phosphate, zinc and 
nitrogen at different key growth stages, and 

these were included with the regular blight spray 
programme. 

The result was an additional 13.3 tonnes/ha of 
potatoes for an additional spend of £137/ha, around 
15:1 return on investment.

Continuing development work is also looking at how 
foliar nutrient treatments targeted to improve crop 

health can enhance disease control programmes. 

There is good evidence that healthier crops are 
less prone to disease and better able to tolerate 
infection, and we hope to be able to translate this 
in to useful and economic recommendations for 
growers in the very near future.

2 September

Farm Standard OMEX Suspension

Onions, Lincolnshire, 7 Aug

OMEX 
Suspension 

Fertiliser Granular Fertiliser

DAP 26 Tubers OMEX 7:20

Royal, 25 September

+ Didin

OMEX 7:20 + Polymex 31 Tubers

Scanning lettuce trial plots to 
assess canopy development

Picture 3: Potato tubers

Picture 4: Didin on potatoes

Picture 1: Suspensions

on potatoes

Picture 2: Suspensions on onions
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Evenly distributed nutrients applied as a suspension 
prior to planting as opposed to band applied 
nutrition and top dressing using multiple passes, 
ensures Yorkshire potato grower James Hopwood of 
Ibbotsons Potatoes, Tadcaster achieves a consistent 
and uniform crop cost-effectively.

Mr Hopwood has years of experience with the OMEX 
suspension system having put it to good use on his own 
family farm. So it was no surprise that when he accepted 
the position of director of potato operations at Ibbotson’s 
last year, he set about replacing the granular application 
approach with a bespoke contractor applied liquid system.

He says that OMEX suspensions have given a 30% saving 
on the application cost of specific nutrients and while 
the gross yield has also increased, he says that more 
importantly the marketable yield has increased by 10%.

“Our aim is to increase the marketable yield by growing a 
better quality crop off the same land,” says Mr Hopwood. 
“It costs a fortune to grow a crop with a high waste 
element so we must focus on growing more from less in 
order to remain profitable and competitive.

“OMEX suspension fertiliser helps boost productivity by 
improving efficiency and gives a more uniform sample 
than can be achieved from bagged fertiliser and top 
dressing. Yields on the granular system employed across 
some of the land is a respectable 21.5t/acre but where 
suspensions have been employed yields are up to 25t/ac 
with fewer cracks and greens in the sample.”

Mr Hopwood also sights logistics as a key benefit of a 
liquid fertiliser system in that the Ibbotson’s organisation 
grows potatoes up to 50 miles away from the main farm, 
which means a lot of machines and manpower is needed 
to transport granular fertiliser about. OMEX fertiliser is 
delivered by road tanker direct to the field where it is 
applied by a professional and dedicated contractor.

“There are also significant environmental benefits 
from being able to apply fertiliser out of a spray boom, 
as opposed to broadcasting it with spinning discs, 
particularly in terms of application accuracy. A uniform 
spread pattern can have a massive impact on crop 
uniformity. OMEX fertiliser is applied right up to the edge 
of the field but nothing is wasted in the hedges and 
field margins. Granular fertiliser cannot be applied as 
accurately as liquid up to 36m.”

Ibbotson’s grow potatoes on contract for McCains on 
180 hectares of rented land from the Yorkshire Wolds 
across the Vale of York and into South Yorkshire. It  
also produces salad potatoes for its own ‘Deliciously 
Yorkshire’ brand.

All land selected 
for potatoes 
is rented off 
trusted growers 
with strong 
relationships 
built up over 
years of 
cooperation. 
Stubbles are 
pre-worked 
prior to 
applying 
glyphosate 
in the 
autumn to 
keep green 
surface 
trash to a 
minimum, which helps 
keep FLN in check. The temporary loss 
of the nematicide Vydate means he also has to focus 
more on the right varieties, soils, weed control and other 
cultural options. 

Primary cultivations are carried out in the spring using the 
plough or Flatlfit. Some soils are treated with digestate 
from the G W E Biogas plant at Driffield, which is applied 
through a trailed tanker and is incorporated using a disc 
cultivator within 24 hours. 

The applicator is fed through an umbilical system from 
a nurse tanker positioned at the edge of the field. The 
digestate provides some nitrogen, which is accounted for 
in the total crop nutrition calculation.

All soils are tested by OMEX prior to a bespoke 
suspension mix being applied, based on N:P:K, 
magnesium and sulphur plus the nitrogen stabiliser Didin. 

“The key to growing potatoes is to ensure that all the 
nitrogen is available to the crop at the right time and so 
this is where Didin has become such a vital component 
in our nutrition strategy,” says Mr Hopwood. “The rate of 
Didin applied is very crop specific as some varieties are 
naturally indeterminate while others are more determinate.

“The application and timing of nitrogen in potatoes is 
so critical to producing a crop. Top dressing leads to 
non-uniformity and inconsistency. It makes so much 
more sense in my opinion to have the correct amount of 
nitrogen available for the crop exactly at the time that it 
needs it. This is the uniqueness of Didin. Applying it with 
the suspension means all the nutrients are dispersed 
evenly in the ridge.”

OMEX is now able to deliver nitrogen 
fertilisers to almost 90% of the UK, with new 
storage and delivery hubs in operation in 
the SW and NE of the UK. 
OMEX Agriculture has commissioned two brand new 
liquid nitrogen storage facilities to ensure that the Nitroflo 
liquid N products are always available, even during the 
spring peak delivery period.

A brand new facility holding 13,500t of liquid nitrogen 
at Dauntsey just off the M4 corridor near Swindon is 
believed to be the largest single liquid nitrogen storage 
lagoon of its kind anywhere in the UK. This facility comes 
into operation for the spring season 2016 to ensure a 
stable and fast supply to farmers in the south and west of 
the UK.

“We have always 
enjoyed a first class 
service reputation and 
the additional storage 
facilities further confirm 
our position as the 
number one service 
orientated company 
for liquid fertilisers in 
the UK.” Managing 
Director, David 
Featherstone

A second new facility, holding some 12,500 
tonnes of liquid nitrogen at King George Dock, Hull, is 
ready to serve areas to the north of the Humber.

Both sites have associated mixing vessels, which will 
produce bespoke mixes of nitrogen and sulphur of 
varying strengths and ratios for any crop, which is then 

delivered to OMEX storage 
tanks on farms using the 
company’s fleet of over 300 
road tankers. 

The new facilities bolster existing storage 
and delivery hubs in Newcastle, Ipswich, Shrewsbury, 
Immingham and the two main manufacturing sites at 
Bardney, Lincolnshire and King’s Lynn, Norfolk.

OMEX now holds over 150,000t of nitrogen fertiliser 
around the country, enough for over 5000 road tanker 
deliveries, ensuring farmers will continue to receive a 
timely and professional service during  
peak periods.  

Whilst many 
competitors struggle 
to supply due to 
dwindling stock and 
being able to find 
drivers qualified to 
haul hazardous solid 
fertilisers, OMEX’s 
liquid supply is 
more secure in 
terms of availability, 
transportability, and 
can be easily stored 
in farm tanks for 
immediate use.
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CASE STUDY: TAILORED SUSPENSION GIVES 
MORE FROM LESS AND BOOST PROFITS

DELIVERING GROWTH

SNOW BUSINESS
OMEX manufactures more than just liquid fertilisers. Potassium acetate is a key  
ingredient in OMEX’s range of liquid deicers, which are cleaner and less corrosive than  
salt based granular deicers, and effective to below -20°C.

OMEX liquid deicers are used by military and regional airports for runways, and by transport 
infrastructure companies for use on metal bridges. Liquid deicers from OMEX are:

• less abrasive, so ideal for car parks or yards with painted lines

• have no messy residues, so don’t get dragged into buildings and vehicles

• less corrosive to metals, so ideal for weighbridges and alongside steel    
buildings and near metal work

• easy to apply using knapsacks or sprayers and can be used to prevent snow   
 and ice from settling, or for melting exisiting deposits of snow

To order OMEX liquid deicer, contact your local OMEX District Sales Manager.   
See back cover for contact details.

Prices start from just £1.20 per litre bulk delivered, or from as little as 10 litres in quantity.

James Hopwood of Ibbotsons Potatoes

Weighbridge at Bardney 

Delivery to farm tanks

IMMINGHAM

KING’S LYNN

HULL

SWINDON

NEWCASTLE

BARDNEY

SHREWSBURY

IPSWICH



Your local OMEX contact

District Sales Manager

Gavin Inglis 
M 07850 475012 
E gavini@omex.com

District Sales Manager
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E chrisp@omex.com

District Sales Manager

Ben Blom 
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E benb@omex.com

Business Development Manager
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E edwardd@omex.com

Sales Director

Rob Burton 
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E robertb@omex.com

District Sales Manager

Dean Waddingham 
M 07850 475019 
E deanw@omex.com
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District Sales Manager

Ed Cooper 
M 07880 497882 
E edcooper@omex.com

District Sales Manager

Steve Ebbage 
M 07850 475014 
E stevee@omex.com

District Sales Manager

Scott Baker 
M 07850 475018 
E scottb@omex.com

District Sales Manager

Mark Southwell 
M 07826 915270 
E marks@omex.com

Sales Director

Andrew Butler 
M 07970 621396 
E andrewb@omex.com

District Sales Manager

Mark Riches 
M 07557 765576 
E markr@omex.com

Lincolnshire-based sugar beet haulage and farm 
contracting business M and J Haulage sees a natural 
synergy and huge potential with the OMEX suspension 
fertiliser contracting business it has recently purchased 
from Paul Williams Contracting.

Owner Mark Popplewell is a man on a mission and despite 
tough economic pressures currently facing the agricultural 
industry; he sees significant growth potential in the bespoke 
application of suspension fertilisers and clear liquids in his area 
which stretches from Snelland to the Humber.

Strategically it completes the circle for a business that already 
has significant interests in a number of operations including 
10,000 acres of sugar beet lifting as well as several stubble to 
stubble farm contracting arrangements and a 25 strong fleet of 
lorries for hauling sugar beet.

“I’m amazed that there are not more customers utilising the 
financial, logistical, performance and environmental benefits 
associated with bespoke contractor applied suspension and 
liquid fertiliser,” says Mr Popplewell. “To be fair though we were 
not users of this technology either initially and it was only after 
we went to the factory last year and began to understand the 
sophistication of the system that we are now converts.

“With a respected and professional business gained over 35 
years, when the opportunity came up to buy Paul Williams 
Contracting, eighteen months ago, we jumped at the chance. 

“A lot of our sugar beet customers are OMEX users anyway so 
inheriting an established business made 
good economical and strategic sense.”

M and J Haulage retained the services of 
one of Mr Williams’ operators, Mick Upsall, 
which helped to make for a seamless 
transition. The company’s fertiliser 
contracting business now runs two Unimogs 
(24m and 36m) with Chafer spray packs, 
covering about 8000 hectares. Two Bateman 
RB35 sprayers with booms capable of 
spraying up to 36m are also employed to 
apply OMEX clears and chemicals. M and J 
Haulage takes care of the OMEX customers, 
logistics and ordering.

“We see huge potential in growing our 
clears business in particular,” says Mr 
Popplewell. “Interestingly, several farms 
with outlying land without storage facility 
for bagged fertiliser or where there’s not 
enough land to justify installing an OMEX 
tank, are in discussions with us currently.”

He has already converted some of 
his existing sugar beet customers too 
and there are several other growers 
considering suspension fertiliser use on 
oilseed rape.

Mr Popplewell adds that the company’s 
existing lorry fleet is already employed picking 
up and delivering OMEX liquids to farm, so 
being able to apply it as well is a logical step. 
He hopes to double output, particularly on 
nitrogen, for the next campaign.  

“We can now offer a one stop shop for our 
new and existing customers and this will 
help us to remain very price competitive 
on our services. With the cost of OMEX 
suspension and clears plus application on 
a par with other fertiliser systems we see 
huge potential in this sector of the market.

“In my opinion no fertiliser 
system can touch OMEX for 
cost-effectiveness, simplicity 
and accuracy,” points out Mr 
Popplewell. “Most granular 
systems will involve up to three 
operatives – one handling, one applying 
and one delivering – compared to only one on suspensions. 
There is also no need to have tractors and a telehandler tied up 
because we offer a complete delivered and spread service.”

Mr Popplewell says the laboratory and production facilities at 
Bardney are impressive.

“OMEX is a forward thinking company with a significant amount 
of experience within its ranks both in terms of production and 
advice, and the company is investing significant amounts of 
money in R and D for the future,” he says.

“OMEX suspension fertiliser mixes can be tailored to the 
individual farm based on soil analysis, field history and crop 
type. No other fertiliser manufacturer can offer such a service 
that I’m aware of.”

“With sugar beet prices under considerable economic pressure 
any opportunity to reduce production costs and therefore 
maintain gross margins has to be an appealing prospect. Some 
growers in our area may be less aware of what OMEX can offer 
today so we will be encouraging them to visit Bardney this year.”

Paul Wakelen Site Manager, Bardney, T: 01526 396014 Ken Atter Site Manager, King’s Lynn T: 01553 816013 

Contractors Corner:
FERTILISER CONTRACTING BUSINESS 
PURCHASE HAS HUGE POTENTIAL

Mark Popplewell
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